Good morning everyone,
I have had another week filled with craft, which I
can’t tell you how happy that makes me feel,
particularly after the longest ‘dry spell’ in history!
Creativity is part of my make up so if I am not
crafting I somehow feel that there is something
missing from my life.
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They are all shaker cards right now as I am just
having so much fun playing with the Fuse tool, & I
am also really enjoying bulking up my sequin stash
to put inside them all too.
Waiting for two orders to arrive right now that
include tons more sequins, one from The Works &
another from Hobbycraft - though both also
include dies of course!
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I am contemplating a London trip at some point,
possibly in the first half of the year? It has been
more than two years since my last visit & as you
know, I simply love being there; it feels like I have
come home.
Anyhow, down to business:
Image 1: The current Pansy paper collection is
about half way through, so another couple of
weeks left to go with that yet.
Image 2: I haven’t done very many card kits of late
so I came up with this design in the week for you,
it turned out rather pretty with that piece of a
previous paper collection in the background as well
as some stripes.
Image 3: I wanted to create a project for those of

you who have the Fuse tool – or
perhaps that gadget I bought from
the internet - as Valentine’s Day is
the next diary event I thought a
heart shaped shaker was perfect.
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But now there will be the full twelve in
this series of these deep decoupages,
because I created another one in the
interim!

But if you don’t have either tool
you just need to make the shaker
in the usual way with acetate &
some double sided foam tape &
that will work just as well.

Image 7: Almost done with the canine
toppers as there is only one more on
file, but I have begun work on the feline
equivalent, unfortunately I just don’t
have many source images of cats to
chose from.

Image 4: The first of two oval
decoupages that I have lined up
for you this week, both being the
simplified versions without the
intricate final layer, so they are
super easy to cut out!
This first one I have for you is a
little boy playing with a baby
sibling – in those days it must have
been really difficult to tell the
difference between boys & girls as
all babies wore ‘dresses’!
Image 5: I am still on a mission to
refresh those pages that have
been neglected in the build up to
Christmas, so here is another
decoupage design for the men’s
page. Again it is one of the series
of vintage American university
posters.
Image 6: I began uploading this
series a couple of weeks ago, but

then forgot to include one in last
week’s line up!
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Image 8: The second of the oval
decoupages I have planned for the
coming week & when I came across
this scenic image I just knew it would
work perfectly with this format.
Again this is one of the simplified
versions, which in fact is why it worked
out so well.
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Image 9: The bonus sheet for this
morning is a new kids design featuring
this cute little hedgehog.
I had to create a scene for him to
make the image work & then
dismantled it to create the layers for
you to build up a 3D topper for the
front of your project.
Catch up with you all later in the day.

Rita x

